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JS1D

Info Strip

Discounts
PRICE
per pack Q.ty %

DESCRIPTION

ILLUSTRATION

JS1CV

Picture Mouse

Info Rail-Me complete. Includes all accessories, and
also "Me-Clips" label plates.
The 1 meter rail include 4 label plates
The 2 meter rail include 8 label plates

Aluminum
finish

Length 1 metre
Length 2 metres

12,00
24,00

White
colour

Length 1 metre
Length 2 metres

12,00
24,00

White
colour

code 3301
cm 42x30 horizontal

code 3211
cm 30x21
horizontal

code 78704
4 displays
cm 21x30
vertical

54025

10% 54050

54100
54200
54300
55025
5 10% 55050
55100
per type
55200
55300
per type

5

52100

10% 52200

per type

53100
53200

Pack of 10 pieces

4,50

5

10% 47100

Clips used for fastening the "Info Rail" to walls. Mount by means of screws
and plugs every 40 cm. The rail is clicked onto the clips from the top side down.

Pack of 50 pieces

6,80

5

10% JS1D

Screw

200

11,20

5

10% JS1CV

Plug

100

4,10

5

10% JS1CT

Info Strip is an aluminum bar 1 meter long that can be used to hang sheets of paper
or cardboard with photographs, drawings, sketches, recipes, etc.
The package includes the screws and plugs to fix the Info Strip to the wall.

8,50

3

10% 7210

Picture Mouse Solo is a metal wire of 150 cm with white coating. The wire is fastened to the wall
with a screw that is then hidden by a white screw caps. However, it can also be hung on a normal
rail (such as, for example, rail JS1A). The package includes the screw with plug, the screw caps,
10 clear plastic pegs. Using the plastic pegs you can hang sheets, photos, drawings, etc.

6,00

5

10% 7840

Wire, steel colour

3,80

5

8% 5016

wire in steel, white covered

3,80

5

8% 5014

10 plastic trasparent clips

1,40

5

8% 5007

6 magnets, white colour

4,70

5

8% 30010

6 magnets, assorted colours

4,70

5

8% 30020

Complete set of 200 cm steel wire
and 1 mm Micro Grip
Supported weight Kg 5

4,50

5

8% 4025

Complete set of 200 cm steel wire
and 1 mm Micro Grip
Supported weight Kg 10

5,40

5

8% 4022

Cube to fix Uniq Hanger

2,00

5

8% 5042

12,50

5

8% 78204

5,50

5

8% 3211

5014

5016

5007

Uniq Hanger is an original system to hang pictures which
is based on the special "Uniq Hanger" which is fixed to the
wall with the screw supplied and covered with en elegant
metal hanger. In the hanger you will fit the Twister wire (in
perlon or steel) which will support the picture.
You can either order the single elements separately or the
complete set.

code 3212
cm 21x30
vertical

Display-it is an eye-catching presentation
system, composed of the following elements,
which can be combined progressively:

• Steel wire that must be applied
onto the walls with proper screws supplied.
• Transparent plexiglass displays where
you can insert
photos
• Particular clips to fix the displays
onto the steel wires.
These elemens can be supplied separately
or in packs containing the necessary
elements to install the wall system.
Single elements are showed here
on the right.

code 3302
cm 30x42
vertical

code 78706
8 displays
cm 15x10,5
horizontal

5

CODE

Me-Clip label plates for "Info Rail-Me", 70x40 mm
They can be hooked to the "Info Rail-Me" but not to the "Info Rail".

Magnets used to fix the sheets
alternatively to the plastic clips.

4022
in steel

5,00
5,30
10,50
21,00
31,00
5,00
5,30
10,50
21,00
31,00

Info Rail-Me is a practical system for hanging sheets,
photographs, reminders, recipes, drawings, etc.
Info Rail-Me has a groove in which the "Me-Clips"
label plates can be inserted and attached.
All accessories are included (connectors, screws, end
caps). "Me-Clips" labels are not included and must be
ordered separately (code 47100).

You can buy separately the 150 cm
wire and the clips to hang directly
on a rail.

4025
in perlon

Length 25 cm
Length 50 cm
Length 1 metre
Length 2 metres
Length 3 metres
Length 25 cm
Length 50 cm
Length 1 metre
Length 2 metres
Length 3 metres

Alluminium
finish

Screw (flat-head 3,5x45 mm) with plug (6 mm universal).
They are necessary to fix the clips JS1D, JS1E and JS4D onto the wall.

JS1CT

5042

Tutorial video on Rinaldin website

code 78703
4 displays
cm 42x30
horizontal

As an alternative to the purchase
of the single articles, you can
order the following ready sets
containing all both displays and
necessary equipment
(wires and clips).

Steel wire. Length 4 mtrs and
diameter 1,8 mm. Includes screws
to fix it on the wall.
Display 30x21 horizontal
Display 21x30 vertical

5,50

5

8% 3212

Display 42x30 horizontal

12,00

5

8% 3301

Display 30x42 vertical

12,00

5

8% 3302

5

8% 7805

9,50

5

8% 7806

Set of 8 horizontal displays
15x10,5 cm (includes 300 cm wire
with screws and 16 clips)

24,00

5

8% 78706

Set of 4 vertical displays 21x30 cm
(includes 300 cm wire with screws
and 20 clips)

29,00

5

8% 78704

Set of 4 horizontal displays 42x30
cm (includes 300 cm wire with
screws and 20 clips)

34,00

5

8% 78703

Hooks "E-Clip" to fix the
displays onto the wire.

(20 pces)

Hooks "Clamp" as
alternative to the "E-Clip".

(10 pces)

10,50

Fixing systems on delicate surfaces such as glass and tiles (in the box there are instructions for use)
Transparent surfaces (glass - acrylic glass)

Smooth surfaces (tiles - metal)

Delicate surfaces (wallpapers - plaster)

Special double-sided tape suitable for
permanent fixing of objects on glass,
acrylic glass, plastic.
Maximum capacity 2 kg
Roll mm 19x5 mtrs
Code 77741
€ 9,30 Disc: 3 pcs 5% - 10 pcs 10%

Double-sided tape suitable for fixing of
objects on tiles, veneers, plastic surfaces.
Maximum capacity 10 kg
Roll mm 19x5 mtrs
Code 77747
Disc: 3 pcs 5% - 10 pcs 10%
€ 11,50

Double-sided tape suitable for fixing of
objects on wallpapers, plaster or other
irregular surfaces.
Maximum capacity 10 kg
Roll mm 19x5 mtrs
Code 77743
€ 10,30 Disc: 3 pcs 5% - 10 pcs 10%

Glue for permanent fixing on
glass, acrylic glass, plastic.
Maximum capacity 10 kg
Tube 125 grams
Code 77932
€ 5,50 Disc: 3 pcs 5% - 6 pcs 10%

Glue for permanent and easy fixing
on smooth surfaces such as tiles and
metals.
Maximum capacity 14 kg
Tube 125 grams
Code 77936
Disc: 3 pcs 5% - 6 pcs 10%
€ 5,10

Glue for fixing on wallpapers and
plaster. The capacity depends on the
strength and integrity .of the surface
Tube 125 grams
Code 77934
€ 4,75 Disc: 3 pcs 5% - 6 pcs 10%

- 11 -

